Cognitive deficit in schizophrenia: comparative analysis of positive and negative subtype and predictors of positive subtype.
The objective of the study was to investigate the global cognitive deficit in schizophrenia and to compare cognitive dysfunction in the positive and negative subtypes of schizophrenia, and furthermore to examine the existence of predictors of the positive and negative subtypes of schizophrenia. 56 patients with schizophrenia were evaluated with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale to classify them into the subtypes of schizophrenia, that is positive subtype (31 patients) and negative subtype (25 patients). All the patients were entering into remission. To examine the cognitive deficits in schizophrenia (global and selective) we compared scores on the Wechsler Individual Intelligence Test (VITI) for the positive and negative subtypes. The negative subtype of schizophrenia showed significantly higher cognitive dysfunction in comparison to the positive subtype, with reduced functioning in evolutionary higher cognitive functions like the selection of information, processing, planning, comprehension, realization (executive functions) as well as visual motor abilities. Verbal IQ predicts the positive subtype of schizophrenia.